Learn Gujarati Alphabets
अ a as in father

ananaas
pineapple
A as in mAmA

aag
fire
ee as in sleep
u as in put

north
oo as in soon

wool
જુ as in groove

ruthu
season
a as in many

1

ek
one
ai as in gain

airavat
elephant
ો
o as in goal

okhalo
grinder
अौ अौ as in gautam

aushad

medicine
अंજीर
anjeer
fig
am/an as in gamble
َاھَا:

*aha*
અ આ ઇ ઈ ઉ
ઊ ઋ એ ઐ ઓ
ઔ અં અ:

ઓ ઊ કલ કે સૌ ઓની ઓની અં અ: